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Events:  
2nd indoor world championship – Laval, Canada  
The event was very well organized. But a lot of problems with the AE event – from judging issues, to competitors behavior. 
- See CJ reports (FS + AE) and FAI controller report for this event. 
- See Organizer report 
- Rules changes suggestions – under the relevant committee.
Participation:

Competitors:
FS open – 15 teams
FS – female – 6 teams
FS – junior – 4 teams (new age limit)
VFS – 6 teams
Freestyle open – 11 competitors
Freestyle Junior – 8 competitors
D2W - 22 teams
D4W – 6 teams

Changes from last year –
new age limit.

2018 – European championship in Norway, world cup in Bahrain.

No info about bids for 2019-2020 yet.

Future of Indoor skydiving competitions

In the last few weeks, the indoor committee with the help of other relevant people from the competitors and the industry, had a discussion about the future of indoor.

the fast-growing sport needs close attention, and we find that a plenary once a year to review the rules and needs is not enough.

The AE competitors pointed out many issues, from judging to the process of bid selections for future events, claiming that with the current situation and structure, they do not see a future to AE.

FS competitors on the other hand are happy and proposed rules changes to make indoor even closer to the outdoor competitions.

This subject requires further discussion and will be presented to the plenary afterwards.

Indoor world cup series:
• Discussion about recognition and outlines for big non FAI events as world cups
• New ranking system
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